
flag systems
2m, 3m & 4m Feather & Teardrop Flags 
Perfect for drawing attention to your business or club
Brilliant colours thanks to dye-sub printing, a full range of soft and hard ground base options, quality 
masts and fittings - at these prices, can you afford not to?

by



flag info

feather or teardrop?

 

flag size 
(m)

mast size
(m)

no of mast 
sections

mast 
material

mast 
spiggot 

size

printing flag 
material

1 carry    
bag

2 2.89 2 grp 15.5mm dye-sub 120g 
polyester

included

3 4.30 3 grp 15.5mm dye-sub 120g 
polyester

included

4 5.71 4 grp 15.5mm dye-sub 120g 
polyester

included

It depends on the layout of your logo or message - and ultimately which shape you prefer! Generally 
speaking, the teardrop series is better suited logos that run horizontally. 

Need help? Call 01840 219 047
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flag bases
You will need to decide what type of surface you are going to use your flag on - soft or hard, or indeed a mar-
quee leg. We have a range of options for mounting your flags safely and securely on all surfaces
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CHROME GROUND SPIKE WITH BEARING 
Simple to use, reliable, strong & cost-effective, the Chrome Ground Spike 
is the ideal solution if you are always going to use your flags on soft sur-
faces. As with all our bases, the bearing system allows the mast to swiv-
el easily which means that it is very unlikely to get itself twisted in gusty 
conditions.

Need help? Call 01840 219 047

CROSS BASE WITH WATER RINGS FOR HARD SURFACES 
The Cross Base is the most versatile base in our range. It can be used on 
hard ground as illustrated with 2 water rings to weight it down - sand bags 
or other ballast can also be used to increase the weight if required. Like 
the Ground Spike, it has a fully sealed bearing system which allows the 
mast to rotate properly. 

CROSS BASE WITH PEGS FOR SOFT SURFACES 
The Cross Base can also be used on soft surfaces, which means that you 
may only need one kind of base. Just open out the Base, knock the four 
pegs in to the ground, put the mast on the bearing & you’re ready to go. 
You will need to specify that you need the pegs at the point of order.

47L WATER BASE 
The large Water Base system is intended for use in strong winds with the 
large flags (4m+). It is fitted with small wheels to make it easy to move 
when filled with water, since it weighs 50kgs when full. The mast is fitted 
to the clamp system via an adaptor tube with the same bearing system as 
the other bases.

MARQUEE FLAG MOUNT 
This quick-fit mount clamps on to the legs of an Instant Marquee in sec-
onds, and is a useful way to get your flag seen from miles away at festivals 
and large events. It is very rigid to cope with the large loads generated by 
flags in high winds, and uses a sealed bearing just like our other mounts.

CAR/TRAILER DRIVE-ON BASE  
Ideal for forecourts or motoring events, the drive-on base uses the weight 
of the vehicle to give the base stability. No weights required! Like our other 
bases the drive-on base has a sealed bearing. (Picture coming soon)



carry case

FAQs

CARRY CASE DETAILS
Every flag kit is supplied with a Carry Case, which 
houses the mast, the flag and the Ground Spike if 
one is used. It always pays to put the flag kit away 
carefully after use, so that you know everything is 
present and correct next time you use the flag. If 
the flag is wet, do not store it in the sealed case or 
lildewe could result. Dry the flag before storing it in 
the bag.

Q: Who does the artwork?

Q: How long will it take to get my flags?

Q: What is the warranty?

Q: Can I get spare parts?

Q: What about bigger flags?

A: You choose!
If you have a designer who can work in Adobe Illus-
trator (CC), we can email you templates.

If you want us to do the artwork for you, please 
send over your logo as an EPS file, you message (if 
required) and your pantone references for colours. 
Please make sure all fonts are outlined. We will pro-
duce up to 4 visuals for you FOC

PLease note jpeg files cannot be used for logos

A: We aim for delivery in 2-3 weeks
Please note delivery times vary with the season. In 
high season (May to end September) delivery times 
can be extended, so it pays to get your order in early. 
In the Winter months delivery can be as little as 3 
days depending on the size of the order.

A: 12 months for all the hardware.
The flag itself is only warranted against faulty print 
or workmanship, not against damage to the fabric. 
The hardware- mast, bases, bag is warranted for 12 
months

A:  All parts are available from stock.
If you break or lose any part of your flag system, you 
can buy the parts for next day delivery

A:  We make feathers up to 6m, but only with 
a different mast system and price structure.

Need help? Call 01840 219 047



flag price list

FAQs (cont)

Q: How are the flags printed?

Q: What wind strength is OK for these 
flags?

Q: What about double sided prints?

A:  Digital dye-sublimation for lovely bright 
colours and draw through the cloth. Dye sub 
gives a much better finish than the direct print 
system used on most cheap flags

A:  Up to 30mph is OK for 2m flags on ground 
spikes. Up to 20mph for 4m flags on ground 
spikes. 10 mph less on Cross Bases with water 
rings. Be aware these flags are temporary instal-
lations and you should take them down imme-
diately if they look distressed, especially where 
hard ground bases are used. 

Notes on Prices:  E&OE. Prices valid 1/11/2014. All prices ex VAT & ex-works. P&P to be added. Prices may change without notice - please ask for a 
quote if in doubt. T&C apply.

Contact us now! 
T: 01840 219047    E: shelter@instantmarquees.co.uk   M: 07748 165 827

A:  Double sided flag prints are possible up 
to 3m max, but we - generally speaking -  do 
not recommend them. Because they are heavier, 
they do not fly so well. And because they have 
light block in between the 2 printed layers, they 
never look as bright or colourful as single side 
flags.

 

Product Price per unit
for 1 unit
ex VAT

Price per unit
for 2-5 units

ex VAT

Price per unit
for 6-15 units

ex VAT

Price per unit
for 16-25 units

ex VAT

Price per unit
for 26+ units

ex VAT

2m Feather or 
Teardrop, full colour 
print, mast & bag

£59.00 £53.10 £47.20 £45.73 £44.25

3m Feather or 
Teardrop, full colour 
print, mast & bag

£79.00 £71.10 £63.20 £61.23 £59.25

4m Feather or 
Teardrop, full colour 
print, mast & bag

£99.00 £89.10 £79.20 £76.73 £74.25

Chrome Ground Spike 
with Bearing

£15.00 £13.50 £12.00 £11.63 £11.25

Cross Base with Bear-
ing

£29.95 £26.96 £23.96 £26.96 £22.46

Water Ring for Cross 
Base

£6.50 £5.85 £5.20 £5.04 £4.88

Water Base 47L £45.00 £40.50 £36.00 £34.88 £33.75

Drive on Base for car 
or trailer, with bearing

£35.00 £31.50 £28.00 £27.13 £26.25

Marquee Flag Holder £35.00 £31.50 £28.00 £27.13 £26.25

Need help? Call 01840 219 047


